
Palm Sunday 09 – Don’t Resist the Climb 

Intro – The climb and the view.  “Lord, I like the view from here.  I’d like to stay here.”  “No son; time to go.  

Come up a little higher.” 

Don’t resist the climb – understand what’s really happening.  Don’t cling to the view at the height you’ve now 

reached.  Welcome the return to the climb.  Understand it not in human terms – as injustice, divorce, 

bankruptcy, rudeness, difficulty, etc.  Understand it as God turning up the heat so that the iron becomes 

malleable under the hammer.  Understand it as having purpose beyond the human players and the natural 

disasters and the cruelty of chance.  Understand it as pruning and discipline and cross-bearing and plowing 

and seed-planting…Understand it as grace. 

Sowing and reaping: This season’s fruit is from last season’s struggle.  This season’s struggle is for next 

season’s fruit. 

Jn 15:1-2 – Fruit and Pruning.  “I am the true vine, and my Father is the vinegrower.  
2
He removes every 

branch in me that bears no fruit. Every branch that bears fruit he prunes to make it bear more fruit.” 

What if we don’t surrender?  If we refuse to learn the lesson of this season we risk a barren season ahead.  If 

we have a barren season ahead we risk being a useless instrument in his hands. 

And we risk more than that.  We risk a lot if we won’t learn the lesson of this season.  We risk missing out on 

intimacy and power and joy and the life we were made to live.  Not a life without suffering and conflict and 

pain and injustice and cruel words and betrayals and sickness, but a life in which all these things happen and 

we don’t savor Christ in the midst of every last one of them. 

A life in which these things happen and we become more and more deformed as they warp our very hearts 

out of shape and out of tune with the song of the Father.  This is the fundamental Christian paradox – joy 

through pain – life through death… 

The Life Jesus Lived is the Life being formed in us – Self-giving, sacrificial love.  Obedience to the Father.  

Cross-bearing.  Suffering love. 

Palm Sunday gives way to Friday – Hosanna!  Spiritual prosperity has arrived!  Or has it?  The people thought 

he was entering Jerusalem to bring them all kinds of immediate blessing.  Jesus knew what he was doing.  He 

was bringing them the ultimate blessings – but suffering, mocking, rejection, crucifixion and death first.  Then 

the glory.  And the same is true for us. 

Spiritual prosperity  vs. discipleship.  When the Spirit came, Jesus was led into the desert to be tempted by 

the devil.  The desert was where Jesus’ calling was clarified – where his obedience was tested – his resolve was 

proven there.  He came out of the desert and immediately began proclaiming the Good news.  His ministry 

was born in the desert trial – and his whole ministry was shaped that same way – led into death itself by the 

Spirit of life. 



The Cross = Obedience to/Intimacy with Christ in the midst of the circumstance, not the circumstance itself - 

Some refuse to carry the cross because they’d rather hold on to other burdens.  The cross – surrendering to 

Jesus in the midst of every difficulty and joy. 

We don’t get to choose our cross – it’s weight, parameters, texture, wood, or the road on which it’s carried. 

Frodo – “I wish the ring had never come to me.”  Explain the plot. 

Instruments in the Redeemer’s hands that won’t break in a time of pressure – which means the kiln (?) must 

be hot enough to make us malleable… (anvil and red hot tool being pounded by hammer) 

My Agenda/God’s Agenda - So often our prayer is “May my will be done.”  We want revival so that things get 

fixed, but revival is going to be God turning up the heat.  We’re so fixated on our will being done – the Father 

is fixated on forming Christ in us. 

He’s the goal – not earthly happiness, success, a name, or anything else.  Union with Christ in his death and 

resurrection – knowing Jesus, access to the Father through him, fellowship in the Holy Spirit, being caught up in 

the dance of the Holy Trinity – that’s God’s goal for my life.  Until it’s my hearts deepest desire and my life’s 

goal, may God turn up the heat. 

 

This paradox is all over the place: 

• No Resurrection without first Death (Phil 3) 

• No Increase without first the single seed dying (Jn 12:24) 

• No Birth without first Labor 

• No Spiritual Fruit without first painful pruning 

• No harvest without first laborious planting and cultivating 

• No Following Jesus without first dying to Self 

• No Crown of Life without first the Cross of endurance 

• No spring thaw without first the harsh cold of winter that precedes it 

• No dawn without first the night 

• No victory without first the battle 

• No Savior without first the crisis 

• No harvest of righteousness without first the Lord’s Fatherly discipline 

Conclusion - Don’t resist the trial/climb – understand what’s really happening.  Don’t cling to the view at the 

height you’ve now reached.  Welcome the return to the climb.  Understand it not in human terms – as 

injustice, divorce, bankruptcy, rudeness, difficulty, etc.  Understand it as God turning up the heat so that the 

iron becomes malleable under the hammer.  Understand it as having purpose beyond the human players and 

the natural disasters and the cruelty of chance.  Understand it as pruning and discipline and cross-bearing and 

plowing and seed-planting…Understand it as grace… 


